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I want to express all the pain in music. I don't want to suppress it. I hope my
music can soothe other people in pain and let them know that they are not
alone.-Eric Clapton. Clapton used his pen to write an unplugged 60-year concert
of his life, a music history about the blues family. The only musician in history
who has been inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame for the third time.
Ranked second in the history of Rolling Stone magazine's selection of 100 best
guitarists. Crossing the music world for more than half a century, leading the
blues and reggae as a white person to break through the boundaries of race and
music while entering the mass market.
A sentence of death is the inevitable punishment for those who defy the laws of
William the Conqueror.After the successful Norman invasion of England, Renouf
de Malbadon steals Devona Melton's wealthy Saxon estates, forcing her into
marriage and her family into bondage as his servants. He conceals dangerous
secrets but she is powerless to challenge him and his thugs.Hugh de Montbryce
is a member of an illustrious Norman family, a celebrated warrior, but he carries
unseen scars from the Battle of Hastings and intends never to marry. However,
he cannot turn a blind eye when he becomes aware of Renouf's cruel and callous
treatment of a woman he is drawn to.He risks everything the Montbryces hold
dear to save Devona from her tormentor, incurring the wrath of his king in the
process.Sybilla de Sancerre is a foreigner, an Angevin, but she knows Renouf's
secrets; revealing them will save Hugh, but at the cost of her own life--unless she
marries a Norman. Hugh's brother is in love with Sybilla, but will she deem
Antoine's offer of marriage a ploy to secure her testimony on his brother's behalf?
Such a marriage to a woman from Anjou, Normandy's traditional enemy, might be
considered treason. Will love dare enough to risk the Conqueror's wrath?
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Mermaid Chair. The mythical mermaid chair sits in
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the monastery. It is believed that anyone who sits in the chair is promised happiness.
But the price for that happiness can paradoxically destroy. The story tackles the
ambiguous line between social norms and our physical and spiritual desires. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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